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8-CHANNEL VARIABLE IMPEDANCE MICROPHONE PREAMPLIFIER

ENHANCE YOUR CREATIVITY

WORLD CLASS FRONT END
8 x audient discrete class-a hybrid microphone preamplifiers

DIGITAL OUTPUT OPTION
Upgrade your interface with pristine converter technology

VARIABLE IMPEDANCE
3 x input impedance options forming a triangle of tone

VARIABLE HIGH PASS FILTER
Deal with rumble, proximity & tighten up your low end

INSTRUMENT INPUTS
Plug in & play - perfect for keys, drum machines & guitars! 

CONVENIENT 1U RACK
Ergonomic rackmount package - hands on control
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LINEAR POWER SUPPLY SMUX ADAT +AES* 8 x MIC LINE INPUTS

SMOOTH AND OPEN QUIET AND DETAILEDFAST AND PUNCHY

OPTIONAL*

The ASP008 offers 8 channels of audient’s renowned mic pre packaged 
into a convenient 1RU rack with digital output option for AES/ADAT. This 
provides the perfect upgrade for any user looking to step up to world 
class recording quality. Audient’s mic pres and A/D converters provide 
the perfect signal path to bypass or expand your multi channel interface 
and bring warmth, clarity and punch to everything you record. Don’t take 
our word for it, get down to your local dealer and ask for a demo.

Audient uses a discrete class-a design to provide a low distortion, low 
noise front end to your system. The variable impedance feature perfectly 
matches ASP008 to ribbon mics, offering impedances up to 5000 ohms 
- and with 60dB of gain it will handle any signal you can throw at it.

Designed by guru David Dearden, ASP008 features the same mic 
pres as in our flagship console the ASP8024. With over 20 years of 
experience in digital design - our converters offer supreme transparency 
and accuracy. 

EXAMPLE SETUP

DISCRETE CLASS-A DESIGN

VARIABLE IMPEDANCE

SWEEPABLE HPF

2 x INSTRUMENT INPUTS

DIGITAL OUTPUT OPTION

8 x class-a mic preamplifiers - with 
60dB of gain available it will handle 
any signal you can throw at it

Offering impedances of up to 
5000 ohms - three tones at the 
flick of a switch!

Take control of your signal - remove 
rumble, proximity and tighten up 
your low end with a range of 25Hz 
to 250Hz

Simply plug-in and play - perfect for 
guitars, drum machines and keys. 
Enjoy the best DI available

Pristine A/D conversion offering up 
to 24 bit / 96 kHz resolution through 
AES/ADAT connections


